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Tom&Sawyer is committed to making the highest quality fresh cooked pet meals for customers 
across Canada.  Our team goes to great lengths to make the only “human edible” pet food in 
Canada, and because of this we need to ensure that our Retailer Partners are always compliant 
with specific conditions required to sell Tom&Sawyer products. 
 
Authorized Reseller of Tom&Sawyer Products 
Tom&Sawyer maintains the final decision of who is permitted to sell Tom&Sawyer products 
across Canada and in other global markets, and directs our Distribution Partners to ensure the 
criteria for Authorized Resellers is adhered to at all times. Tom&Sawyer maintains the sole 
discretion to deny or revoke the right to sell Tom&Sawyer products to any proposed or existing 
person or retailer should they not abide by or meet these Retailer Partner Conditions. 
 
Online-Only Merchants Not Permitted 
Retailer Partners are required to have a brick and mortar pet retail location with regular 
business hours to directly serve customers.  These partners are permitted to include 
Tom&Sawyer products as part of any curbside pick-up or online order/delivery service they have 
in place as an additional channel to service their customers beyond their traditional retail 
location.  
 
Specifically, Tom&Sawyer does not permit online-only vendors to sell Tom&Sawyer products 
unless an exception is granted at the sole discretion of Tom&Sawyer in special situations (for 
example, geographic areas with limited availability of pet store locations). 
 
Minimum Advertised Price (MAP) Agreement  
All Authorized Resellers are required to sign and to adhere to Tom&Sawyer’s MAP policy, 
located here.  
 
The MAP will always be reflected as a percentage of the Suggested Retail Price (SRP) or 
Manufacturer Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) provided by our Authorized Distributors and 
available on the Distributor’s online ordering platform. It is your responsibility to be aware of the 
MSRP or SRP available through our Authorized Distributors. 
 
Verified Freezer Infrastructure 
Retailer Partners must have Tom&Sawyer products stored in a proper freezer (for frozen meals 
and bone broths) in excellent working condition, that must be available for inspection by 
members of the Tom&Sawyer Quality Assurance team and its Distribution Partners, as deemed 
necessary. 
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https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0943/3490/files/Minimum_Advertised_Pricing_MAP_Agreement.pdf?v=1610118139


 
 
Existing High Quality Pet Product Sales 
Through Covid-19 many speciality food and hospitality services have pivoted to sell a broader 
array of products to customers both in-store and through delivery, to help sustain business 
during  the pandemic.  Tom&Sawyer and its Distribution Partners have been approached by 
many of these businesses interested in selling Tom&Sawyer without any prior experience 
selling products for our family pets.  While we appreciate the efforts of these companies and 
wish them all the best, we are committed to supporting local speciality retailers who have a 
history of selling high quality pet products. In certain circumstances where Tom&Sawyer 
customers have limited access to our products, we retain the sole discretion to allow a non-pet 
retailer to become an Authorized Reseller and may limit the period of time for this relationship. 
 
Adherence to Tom&Sawyer Brand Standards 
Tom&Sawyer is built upon Trust, Transparency and Accountability.  Every aspect of our 
business from our pet meals (their ingredients, how they are made) to our strong commitment to 
customer service is embodied in the strength of trust and confidence people have in our 
Tom&Sawyer brand.  Our Retailer Partners must ensure that they respect our brand and 
present it in a proper and professional way to their customers.  All Retailer Partners agree to 
follow the Tom&Sawyer Brand Guide in presenting our brand and products both in-store and 
online.  Tom&Sawyer and our Distribution Partners will identify issues where our Brand Guide is 
not being followed, with expectations for immediate remediation. One important and notable 
brand representation on all marketing material, advertisements and online is that our 
name must always appear as Tom&Sawyer (without spaces) as this is a trademarked 
brand name. 
 
Product Integrity 
All Tom&Sawyer Retailer Partners commit to uphold very strict quality conditions in selling our 
products.  Specifically for frozen meals and broths, this means that products are never left to 
thaw or to be stored or handled in a way that could jeopardize the safety of the product when 
sold.  Specifically, if a Retailer Partner experiences a mechanical failure of a freezer which 
causes our meals and broths to completely thaw beyond refrigerator temperature for more than 
4 hours, those products CANNOT be re-frozen and re-sold.  Retailer Partners agree to 
immediately communicate any such issue to Tom&Sawyer by contacting our team at (647) 
247-3212x1 or emailing us at info@tomandsawyer.com.  Retailer Partners who have a delivery 
service channel must ensure that Tom&Sawyer products remain frozen as part of their delivery 
service to customers. 
 
Tom&Sawyer can revise these Conditions at any time as situations arise where the actions of a 
Retailer Partner could negatively impact the strong Tom&Sawyer brand value.  It is the 
responsibility of our Retailer Partners to check our website regularly to ensure compliance with 
these Retailer Partner Conditions:  https://www.tomandsawyer.com/about-us/retailers/ 
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